Incidence of neonatal diabetes in Austria-calculation based on the Austrian Diabetes Register.
Neonatal diabetes mellitus (NDM) is a rare monogenic form of diabetes which is diagnosed in the first 6 months of life. Several studies in the last few years provide information on genetic causes for NDM. The aim of this study was to identify all patients with diabetes in the first 6 months of life through the Austrian Diabetes Register, which is available since 1989. A retrospective data analyses was performed to calculate the current incidence of NDM. Ten patients were registered with diabetes onset within the first 6 months of life in the Austrian Diabetes Register. Evaluation of detailed clinical data was performed by sending a questionnaire to all diabetes centers. Ten patients from nine different families with NDM were diagnosed in Austria from 1989 until September 2007. Seven patients (one male, six females) had transient NDM (TNDM), three (two males, one female) showed a permanent course [permanent neonatal diabetes mellitus (PNDM)]. One had immunodeficiency, polyendocrinopathy and enteropathy X-linked (IPEX) syndrome and another showed aplasia of the pancreas; no genetic etiology was found in the third case. In three out of seven patients with a transient course of NDM a genetic diagnosis was possible. Two female siblings had activating point mutations in the ABCC8 gene, although one patient had paternal uniparental isodisomy of chromosome 6q24. One patient's family did not consent to genetic testing. The incidence of NDM in Austria is 1/160 949, with an incidence of 1/ 536 499 for PNDM and 1/229 928 for TNDM.